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Abstract— The purpose of this research is to develop a calorie counter application using the principles and technology of 

progressive web apps, which can help users to calculate calorie intake and calories burned. The development method used is 

extreme programming. Extreme programming provides an agile approach to developing applications. The conclusion of this 

study is that users can easily calculate the calories burned and calorie intake by using this application and this application can 

be used on any platform with user experience like a native application. 

 

Index Terms— Calorie Counter, Health Application, Progressive Web Application.  

 
 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data on the population accessing the internet through mobile devices increases, but the average mobile application loses 

77% of active daily users in the first 3 days after installation and 51% of users do not download new applications every month 

[1]. However, the costs for developing mobile applications for simple applications have the user authentication feature 

generally costs a lot. But companies still choose to make a mobile application or native application because of several features 

such as push notification, offline support, and icons on the home screen. In addition, along with the times, health has become 

one of the topics that are quite popular and has become a trend in the Z generation that utilizes technology [2]. But until now, 

the mobile health application is in the form of a native application, so to create a new mobile health application that can help 

generation Z requires high costs [3].  

Seeing these problems, the Health App was formed. Health App is a Web-based application with a calorie counter as the 

main feature to record calories in and out that can be accessed via mobile or desktop devices [4]. Health App utilizes 

progressive web apps technology so that it can have features like native applications and only uses one programming language 

to build its entire system, namely JavaScript. So that it can reduce development costs because it uses the same ecosystem, 

namely JavaScript.  

II. RESEARCH METHOD 

The design method used in system design for this study is XP (extreme programming) with the stages of planning, 

designing, coding, testing, and refactoring [5]. This method was chosen because this application has relatively new technology 

and has dynamic features, following the user's needs. In addition, the entire system design uses a single language, namely 

JavaScript [6], for the back end using Node.js, MongoDB for the database, and for the front end using React.js. JavaScript was 

chosen because it has isomorphic features that will be very instrumental in the development of applications so that with one 

language can build the entire system [7]. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The Health App application can help users to calculate their calorie intake by suggesting food features, diaries, and reports. 

The application also makes it easy for users to share healthy food with the feeds feature. In addition, the application has the 

appearance and experience of a native application and has passed UI evaluations and evaluations of five measurable human 

factors. 
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Fig. 1: Login Display of Health Application 

 

Fig. 2. Home Display of Health Application 

IV. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

The Health App application was developed on a Web basis that uses Progressive Web Apps technology and can be used on 

various platforms [8]. This application has user experience as in a native application with the push notification feature, icons 

on the home screen, offline support, background sync, and can be used without installation on the device [3]. The Health App 

application makes it easy for users to calculate their calorie intake with the suggested food features, diaries, reports, and makes 

it easy for users to share healthy food with the feeds feature. For further development, applications can be equipped with 

animations and gestures as in native applications, add features such as step tracking using the provided Gyroscope API or 

integration with smart watches like Fitbit or Pebble which also provides SDKs with JavaScript language, use more APIs for 

food data, food, workout and restaurant information so that the application has more data dictionaries, adding features such as 

information or recommendations for healthy food with recipes and workout plans that fit the user's needs. 
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